IEEE BRANDED PRESENTATION POWERPOINT TEMPLATE OPTIONS (Each saved as a separate deck)

OPTION A - "Abstract Polygons"

- Cover Slide
- Divider Slide
- Deck includes basic text slide options
- Built-in Thank you slide

OPTION B - "Global View"

- Cover Slide
- Divider Slide
- Deck includes basic text slide options
- Built-in Thank you slide

OPTION C - "Brand Circuit"

- Cover Slide - editable placeholder for sub-brand logo
- Divider Slide
- Deck includes basic text slide options
- Built-in Thank you slide

OPTION C - Templates in Action

- Society sub-brand applied, (edit url within Master Slides)
- Region option with alternate color accent (edit within Master Slides)
- Society option with alternate color accent and image background (edits within Master Slides)
IEEE CORPORATE POWERPOINT ALTERNATE COLOR SERIES (Each saved as a separate deck)

Each set in this series contains a full set of slides in one accent color theme. Choose IEEE Brand Blue version below, or select one of the following decks featuring accent colors and coordinating imagery from approved IEEE Brand Color Palette: